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ABSTRACT

We study the ultrafast electronic transport of energy in a photoexcited nanoscale Au/Fe hetero-structure by modeling the spatiotemporal
profile of energy densities that drives transient strain, which we quantify by femtosecond x-ray diffraction. This flow of energy is relevant for
intrinsic demagnetization and ultrafast spin transport. We measured lattice strain for different Fe layer thicknesses ranging from few atomic
layers to several nanometers and modeled the spatiotemporal flow of energy densities. The combination of a high electron-phonon coupling
coefficient and a large Sommerfeld constant in Fe is found to yield electronic transfer of nearly all energy from Au to Fe within the first hun-
dreds of femtoseconds.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0080378

Nanostructures composed of ferromagnetic transition metals and
noble metals are ubiquitous in studies of ultrafast spin phenomena.
Ultrafast demagnetization can be the consequence of intrinsic spin-flip
scattering processes of electrons with phonons within the ferromagnet,
or it depends on spin-currents across the interface to a metal without
magnetic order.1–7 These spin currents can be driven by photo-
generated superdiffusive electrons, the spin-dependent shift of the
Fermi level, or by the spin-Seebeck effect.8–10 All effects are connected
to a redistribution of energy within the electron system.

Au/Fe bilayers prepared precisely in the way as the ones investi-
gated here have been used in a large number of recent experiments
aiming at fundamental understanding of spin dynamics.10–14 Time-
resolved two-photon photoemission proved the injection of hot elec-
trons into Au,11,12 whose spin-polarization leads to a transient magne-
tization in Au.13,14 In nanoscale Fe/Au/Fe hetero-structures, electrons
propagating through the Au layer trigger perpendicular standing spin
waves up to 0:6 THz via the spin-transfer torque.15 Various theoretical
approaches discuss ballistic, superdiffusive, and diffusive components

of the electron transport,3–5 but the relative weight of non-equilibrium
electrons and various thermal contributions depends on the details of
the materials and the excitation conditions.8 A contribution of a ballis-
tic channel for the electron transport was confirmed by second har-
monic generation.10

The above studies exclusively focus on the electron and spin sys-
tems, although electron–phonon coupling influences their temperatures
considerably. Especially in metal hetero-structures, the electronic trans-
port and thus, the ultrafast magnetization dynamics can be adjusted by
local material-specific variations of the electron-phonon coupling
strength. Modeling of all-optical experiments in thicker bilayers can
determine electron–phonon coupling constants and the spin-diffusion
length.16,17 In this context, ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) provides a
new perspective: It quantifies transient strain as a linear measure of the
energy density in the physical subsystems of each material.18–20 We
have recently used the diffusive two-temperature model (TTM) to
describe the unconventional heat transport in Pt/Cu/Ni hetero-
structures, in which electrons propagate through a 100nm thick Cu film
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nearly without inelastic electron-phonon scattering events. This elec-
tronic excess energy is transported into the Ni layer at the backside of
the multilayer stack, where it is dumped into the phonon system via the
strong electron-phonon coupling.21 Such an UXRD analysis can help to
resolve discussions about proper modeling of the optical excitation of
metallic bilayers, e.g., in experiments looking at the ultrafast demagneti-
zation of Ni buried below a thick Au layer.22,23 We have clarified the
excitation and ultrafast redistribution of electronic excitation in such
hetero-structures with Au thicknesses in the single digit nanometer
range by a modified two temperature model.24

In this Letter, we discuss UXRD experiments in Au/Fe bilayers,
where the 30nm Au film thickness is below the scattering length of Au
electrons5,25 and the Fe layer thickness is varied from dFe ¼ 0 to 20nm
across its electron scattering length scale [<2 nm (Ref. 26)]. The diffu-
sive two-temperature model yields excellent agreement with the experi-
mentally measured transient strain in Au with a fixed set of parameters
for all Fe layer thicknesses. A rapid compression of the laser-excited Au
film is the key feature of the measured strain for assessing the ultrafast
electronic heat transport relevant to spin dynamics. Even when Fe is an
order of magnitude thinner than the Au layer, the Au compression
induced by the Fe expansion prevails over the intrinsic expansion of the
Au layer. This is due to the flat 3d-bands of Fe at the Fermi-level with
their large density of states DðEFÞ, which is responsible for both the
large electronic specific heat and strong electron–phonon interaction.27

The majority of electronic energy optically excited in Au (and Fe) is
quasi-instantaneously accepted in the electron system of the Fe layer,
where it is rapidly converted to phonon energy. The strong electro-
n–phonon coupling accelerates the flow of electronic thermal energy
from Au to Fe, because it reduces the electron temperature and, thus,
sustains the temperature gradient in the electronic system.

The Au/Fe bilayers are grown on MgO (001) substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy. The Fe layer is prepared as a wedge with lin-
early varying thickness dFe by translating a shadow mask at constant
velocity during deposition. The 20 nm thickness change extends over
4mm, such that the x-ray focus of about 0:3mm covers a thickness
variation of 1:5 nm. Subsequently, 30 nm of Au are deposited both
on bare MgO and on the Fe wedge [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(a) compares
the surface topography of a similar 40 nm Au film on bare MgO
(left) to 40 nm Au with a 7 nm-Fe buffer layer (right). Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) of the Au topography recorded on bare MgO
exhibits a rather large roughness of Drms ¼ 612 nm, whereas the epi-
taxial growth on Fe yields much smoother Au films
(Drms ¼ 62 nm). Reciprocal space maps [Figs. 1(c)–1(e)] reveal that
a crystalline (001)-orientation of Au dominates on the Fe film,
whereas on bare MgO the (111)-orientation prevails.

In the UXRD experiment, the hetero-structure is excited from
the Au-side by a 100 fs-long pump pulse with a central wavelength of
800nm and a full-width half maximum spot size of 850$ 1050lm2.
We probe the time-resolved expansion of the Au layer by the shift of
the Bragg peak with the reciprocal space slicing method28 at our laser-
driven x-ray plasma source.29 The incidence angle of the 8 keV x-ray
pulses with a duration of 200 fs is kept fixed at the angles x111 ¼ 19:5%

[Fig. 1(c)] and x002 ¼ 22:7% [Fig. 1(e)] to probe the two dominant
crystalline orientations. For only few atomic layers of Fe, both orienta-
tions contribute considerably. In this case, we carried out cross-check
experiments at x ¼ 21:0% [Fig. 1(d)], where both peaks can be
recorded simultaneously on the area detector.

In Fig. 2, we show the average strain of the Au layer for a pump
fluence of 5mJ cm&2 at 300K determined from the Bragg peak shift as
a function of the delay time t between the pump and probe pulses

gAuðtÞ ¼
qzðt < 0Þ & qzðtÞ

qzðt < 0Þ
: (1)

In the absence of a Fe buffer layer, we observe an expansion of Au that
reaches its maximum 10 ps after excitation and displays a subsequent
oscillation around a plateau-like strain of gAu ¼ 0:75$ 10&3. The
oscillation originates from a propagating strain wave that is reflected
both at the surface and the interface, where a part of the strain wave is
transmitted into the substrate resulting in a decaying oscillation ampli-
tude. The delay between two maxima of 2dAu=vs ¼ 18 ps corresponds
to the propagation of the strain wave through the layer and back, and
it is given by the layer thickness dAu and the sound velocity vs. In the
presence of an additional Fe layer, we observe compression of Au
within the first picoseconds. The dominating expansion of the Fe layer
drives a compressive strain wave propagating into Au, resulting in ini-
tial compression, which becomes more pronounced with increasing Fe
thickness. This strain wave is reflected at the surface and becomes
expansive [Fig. 3(f)], resulting in a delayed plateau-like maximum of

FIG. 1. (a) The AFM image shows the surface topography of a 40 nm Au film that
was grown on bare MgO (left) and on 7 nm Fe on MgO (right). The Au film depos-
ited on Fe has much better surface quality. Here, the transition from dFe ¼ 0 to
7 nm occurs in a lateral extension of only 400 nm. (b) The schematic shows the
wedge structure used for the time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiment. (c) The
reciprocal space map recorded on a sample spot without Fe shows exclusively
(111)-oriented Au at qz ¼ 2:71 Å

&1
in addition to the bright substrate peak. (d)

Same at the onset of the Fe wedge, where both (111)- and (002)-oriented Au
(qz ¼ 3:12 Å

&1
) crystallites are observed. (e) On thicker Fe layers (002) prevails.

The solid black lines indicate the subset of reciprocal space that is recorded on the
area detector in the time-resolved measurements.
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the average Au strain. The subsequent propagation back and forth
through the layer results in an oscillation of the mean strain as for
bare Au according to the sound velocity of (002)-oriented Au.
Superimposed on acoustic response, additional expansion indicates
delayed slow heating of Au by the energy transport back from the bur-
ied Fe buffer layer (see dashed lines in Fig. 2).

We verify these conclusions by applying a diffusive TTM, which
treats the heat transport by electrons and phonons separately via two
differential equations coupled by the electron–phonon coupling using
the modular PYTHON library UDKM1DSIM,30

CelðTelÞ
@Tel

@t
¼ @

@z
jelðTel;TphÞ

@Tel

@z

! "
þ gðTph&TelÞþ SelðzÞ;

Cph
@Tph

@t
¼ @

@z
jph

@Tph

@z

! "
þ gðTel&TphÞ:

(2)

The model uses the thermophysical values for the heat conductivities
jel;ph of electrons and phonons, the corresponding specific heat
Cph; Cel ¼ cSTel, that contain the Sommerfeld constant cS, and the
electron-phonon coupling constant g listed in Table I. We calculate the
spatiotemporal dependence of the electron and phonon temperatures
Tel;phðz; tÞ [Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)] and the corresponding energy densities
qQ
el;phðz; tÞ [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)]. The spatial profile of the optical absorp-

tion SelðzÞ is calculated by an optical transfer matrix model.24,31 In order
to compare the measured average strain to the modeled energy densities,
we calculate the stress rel;phðz; tÞ ¼ Cel;ph ( qQ

e;phðz; tÞ by material- and
subsystem-specific Gr€uneisen constants Cel;ph. The elastic constant
c33 connects the strain gðz; tÞ ¼ @u?=@z [Fig. 3(f)] to the total
laser-induced stress rextðz; tÞ ¼ relðz; tÞ þ rphðz; tÞ via the elastic
wave equation of the displacement field u?ðz; tÞ,

q
@2u?
@t2
¼ @

@z
c33
@u?
@z
& rextðz; tÞ

! "
: (3)

We use the dynamical x-ray diffraction module of the toolbox30 to
model the transient peak shift and compare the extracted strain [Eq.
(1)] to the experiment in Fig. 2. To illustrate the time-dependent
energy densities qQ

e;ph in the Au film according to the TTM, we calcu-
late the quasi-static expansion gQSðtÞ ¼ rextðtÞ=c33 from the spatially
averaged stress rextðtÞ ¼ Celq

Q
elðtÞ þ Cphq

Q
phðtÞ in Au. The quasi-

static expansion is displayed by dashed lines in Fig. 2 and highlights
the rise of the total stress in bare Au by electron-phonon coupling
within few picoseconds and much slower heating of Au on a 30 ps
timescale for a 20 nm Fe buffer layer.

We briefly discuss the parameters that are adjusted for modeling,
but kept constant for all datasets in Fig. 2, where only the dFe is varied:
We treat the incident fluence as an adjustable parameter of the model.
Furthermore, we phenomenologically reduce the phonon conductivity
in Au and Fe and include a typical interface resistance to MgO to
match the Au expansion after tens of picoseconds.

Figure 3 exemplarily shows the modeled spatiotemporal tempera-
tures and energy densities for electrons and phonons for a 5 nm-thin
Fe layer. Figure 3(a) displays the equilibration of the electron

FIG. 2. Transient strain gAuðtÞ of the 30 nm Au film measured by UXRD for various
Fe layer thicknesses from dFe ¼ 0 to 20 nm at a pump fluence of 5 mJ cm&2 (data
are offset for clarity). For dFe ¼ 2 nm, the measured transients for the (111)- and
(002)-oriented crystallites agree. Solid lines represent the modeled transient
strain of Au including coherent strain waves according to the elastic wave
equation (3). Dashed lines represent the stationary solution of elastic wave equa-
tion (3) gQS determined by the electron-phonon stress derived from the diffusive
TTM [Eq. (2)]. FIG. 3. Modeling of the photoexcited metal bilayer Au/Fe on MgO for Fe thickness

dFe ¼ 5 nm: Heat maps of the spatiotemporal (a) electron temperature increase
DTelðz; tÞ, (b) energy density increase in the electron system DqQ

elðz; tÞ, (c) pho-
non temperature increase DTphðz; tÞ, and (d) phonon energy density increase
DqQ

phðz; tÞ. Panel (e) shows the energy per area directly after optical excitation
[~QAu;Feð0 psÞ] and after electron–phonon equilibration in Fe [~QAu;Feð1 psÞ] as a
function of dFe. (f) Lattice strain gðz; tÞ determined from panels (b) and (d) and
elastic wave equation (3).
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temperature throughout the Au/Fe bilayer within the electron-phonon
coupling time in Fe (sFe ) 300 fs). This short sFe supports a strong
temperature gradient within Fe and across the interface of the bilayer.
The large electronic specific heat capacity in Fe localizes most of the
deposited energy in the Fe electron system within the first 100 fs [Fig.
3(b)], before it is transferred to the energy density in the phonon sys-
tem of Fe within sFe [Fig. 3(d)]. As a result, nearly the complete opti-
cally deposited energy density is transferred to the Fe layer within the
first picosecond. This is summarized for all dFe in Fig. 3(e). The pho-
non temperature and energy density maps [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] evi-
dence a much slower increase in the phonon temperature in Au by
near-equilibrium heat transport. This finding is consistent with similar
experiments in Au/Ni bilayers.24

For strain modeling, it is not relevant to distinguish superdiffu-
sive from diffusive transport, since both occur faster than sFe [Fig.
3(a)]. The large amount of the energy density stored in the Fe layer
within the first picosecond induces an ultrafast expansion of Fe, which
dominates over the intrinsic expansion of Au driven by the energy
density in Au and, therefore, results in ultrafast compression of the Au
layer. Only for Fe layer thicknesses dFe * 2 nm, the Au expansion pre-
vails. However, even for the very thin Fe layer, the expansion of Au is
reduced in comparison to Au on bare MgO. In essence, initial com-
pression of Au (Fig. 2) evidence that energy absorbed by the Au elec-
trons is transported into Fe within the first picosecond. While the
increase in the energy densities DqQ [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)] determines
the stress and, hence, the strain measured by UXRD, the modeling of
the spatiotemporal electron temperature Telðz; tÞ [Fig. 3(a)] is relevant
for ultrafast spin phenomena. In thermal equilibrium, these quantities
are connected by DqQ

el;ph ¼
Ð
DTCel;phðTÞ dT . In several experiments

on ultrafast spin phenomena, the assumption of quasi-instantaneous
formation of the Fermi distribution is a valid assumption.8 However,
independent of this detail, modeling of the electronic transport should
be consistent with the spatiotemporal dependence that we derive for
t + 1 ps, i.e., after the electron-phonon coupling timescale sFe.

We would like to elaborate on some details of the energy flow
[Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)], since this can be highly relevant for understand-
ing the thermodynamic perspective of ultrafast spin dynamics in metal
hetero-structures. The electronic specific heat is dominated by the
large density of states DðEFÞ at the Fermi-level that Fe owes to its flat
3d-bands. It yields a large Sommerfeld constant cS ¼ p2=3k2BDðEFÞ,

because of which the electronic specific heat Cel ¼ cST of Fe is larger
than the one of Au by the factor f ¼ cSFe=c

S
Au ¼ 15. In other words,

after tens of femtoseconds, the Fe layer that is 15 times thinner than
the Au film still hosts the same energy. This imbalance of the energy
density is aggravated by the relative ratio r of electron-phonon coupling
g in the two films, r ¼ gFe=gAu ¼ 100, which rapidly funnels the excess
energy mainly into the phonon system of the Fe film. The modeling that
is consistent with our experiment shows that for excitation of our
hetero-structures with 800nm pulses, the electron-phonon coupling is
by far the dominant effect for increasing the energy density in Fe.
Figure 3(e) highlights the considerable amount of energy that flows
across the Au/Fe interface within the first picosecond (most of it
even within the first 600 fs) for all thicknesses dFe. For the thinnest
Fe layers below 4nm, the energy transported from Au to Fe
[~QAuð0psÞ& ~QAuð1psÞ¼ ~QFeð1psÞ& ~QFeð0psÞ] significantly decreases
since the Fe layer is not able to accept more energy from the Au layer.
Irrespective of the Fe thickness, the total electronic energy flow from Au
to Fe could be considerably increased by exciting the Au layer at 400nm,
where the absorption in Au is strongly increased.24

In conclusion, we experimentally showed that even an ultrathin
Fe layer present as a buffer below an Au layer significantly changes the
photoexcited strain and heat in the Au layer. A short-lived compres-
sion of the Au layer is observed, because the high electron–phonon
coupling and Sommerfeld constant in Fe yield transfer of nearly all
energy from Au to Fe according to a standard TTM. The model repro-
duces the thickness-dependence of the observed dynamics very well
and sets rather strict boundaries on the spatiotemporal flow of elec-
tronic energy across the interface, which depends on the bilayer thick-
nesses. For distinguishing various demagnetization scenarios,8 such as
spin-Seebeck effect, spin-voltage (spin dependent chemical potential),
or the intrinsic demagnetization, it will be useful to consider our pre-
dicted electronic temperature profile Telðz; tÞ [Fig. 3(a)] and the total
energy flow across the interface [Fig. 3(e)]. Spin-dynamics caused by
non-equilibrium electron distributions, which only live for a short
time after photo-excitation, should be carefully compared to the effect
of mechanisms that can be described by local Fermi-distributions.
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